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ALESSIA GRANDE

Alessia Grande

Large format shoulder bag with an informal taste, made of a consistent leather, it is 
very soft because it is completely deconstructed, it has two comfortable handles. The 
model is closed by a zip, inside there are a pocket, closed by a zip and a breast pocket. 
The structure of the handles is fixed on the sides by means of metal pins. The model is 
equipped with an adjustable and removable shoulder strap to be also worn cross-body. 

Leather: 100% Dollaro leather
Lining: fabric
Length: 40 cm
Height: 35 cm (handle drop 26 cm)
Depth: 16 cm
Weight: 0,80 kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in leather 120 cm (with regulator)
Hardware: gold color

ALESSIA PICCOLA

Alessia Piccola

Medium-sized shoulder bag with an informal taste, made of a consistent leather, it is 
very soft because it is completely deconstructed, it has two comfortable handles. The 
model is closed by a zip, inside there is a pocket, closed by a zip and a small pocket, 
outside, on the side, there is a practical external pocket closed by a zip. The structure 
of the handles is fixed on the sides by means of metal pins. The model is equipped with 
an adjustable and removable shoulder strap to be also worn cross-body.

Leather: 100% Dollaro leather
Lining: fabric
Length: 37 cm
Height: 29 cm (handle drop 26 cm)
Depth: 10 cm
Weight: 0,55 kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in leather 120 cm (with regulator)
Hardware: gold color



ALESSIA PICCOLA
INTRECCIATA

Alessia Piccola Intrecciata

Medium-sized shoulder bag with an informal taste, made of a consistent leather, it is 
very soft because it is completely deconstructed, it has two comfortable handles. The 
model is closed by a zip, inside there is a pocket, closed by a zip and a small pocket, 
outside, on the side, there is a practical external pocket closed by a zip. The structure 
of the handles is fixed on the sides by means of metal pins. The model is equipped with 
an adjustable and removable shoulder strap to be also worn cross-body.

Leather: 100% Dollaro leather, Printed Suede
Lining: fabric
Length: 37 cm
Height: 29 cm (handle drop 26 cm)
Depth: 10 cm
Weight: 0,45 kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in leather 120 cm (with regulator)
Hardware: gold color

ALESSIA PICCOLA
PALME

Alessia Piccola Palme
Medium-sized shoulder bag with an informal taste. The particularity is the leather, whi-
ch thanks to eight processes takes on this particular brilliance and coloring. It is very 
soft because it is completely deconstructed, it has two comfortable handles. The bag is 
closed by a zip, inside there is a pocket, closed by a zip and a small pocket; while on 
the outside, on the side, there is a practical pocket closed by a zip. The structure of the 
handles is fixed on the sides by means of metal pins. The model is equipped with an 
adjustable and removable shoulder strap to be also worn cross-body.

Leather: 100% Sauvage leather printed 
Lining: fabric
Length: 37 cm
Height: 29 cm (handle drop 26 cm)
Depth: 10 cm
Weight: 0,45 kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in leather 120 cm (with regulator)
Hardware: gold color



BAMBU

Morbida Bambu

Handbag with particular bamboo handle. It has a main compartment, closed by a gold-co-
lored metal clip button placed on a flap with a rounded edge. The trapeze model, with 
a classic taste, is structured in its modeling but very soft. Inside it has a zip pocket and 
a small pocket. On the outside, there is a pocket closed by a clip button. A comfortable 
adjustable and removable shoulder strap allows for shoulder and cross-body use.

Leather: 100% Dollaro leather
Lining: fabric
Length: 27cm
Height: 35 cm (handle drop 12 cm)
Depth: 11 cm
Weight: 0,40 kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in leather 120 cm (with regulator)
Hardware: gold color

BORSA U

Borsa U

Small capacity hand model with rounded corners.
It has a single compartment inside, closed by two double-slider zips on the two front 
parts. The model is made in a rigid leather which makes its shape consistent. 
A comfortable adjustable and removable shoulder strap allows for shoulder and  
cross-body use.

Leather: 100% cowhide leather, Cocco Print
Lining: fabric
Length: 24cm
Height: 22 cm (handle drop 6 cm)
Depth: 10cm
Weight: 0.30 kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in leather 120 cm (with adjuster)
Hardware: gold color



BORSA ZAINO

Borsa Zaino

Medium / large size backpack bag in soft textured leather. It has two handles that allow 
use by hand and two removable shoulder straps for use as a backpack. Inside, closed 
by a zip, it is lined in fabric, there is a pocket closed by a zip and two small pockets. On 
the back there is another practical pocket closed by a zip.
The model is enriched by a drawstring that tightens the upper edge, the removable 
shoulder straps are adjustable in length.

Leather: 100% Dollaro leather
Lining: fabric
Length: 42 cm
Height: 36 cm
Depth: 6 cm
Weight: 0.60 kg approx
Shoulder straps: leather (with regulator)
Hardware: gold color

BORSONE

Borsone

Minimal design handbag. The model is closed by a two-way zip. The interior is lined 
in fabric, features a pocket with zip closure and a charm for objects. Made of textured 
leather it is very light. The model is enriched with gold-colored metal elements and has 
rivets, also in metal, in the underlying part, to place it comfortably. A comfortable adju-
stable and removable shoulder strap allows for shoulder and cross-body use.

Leather: 100% Dollaro Leather
Lining: fabric
Length: 58cm
Height: 41 cm (handle drop 16 cm)
Depth: 25cm
Weight: 1.00 kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in leather 120 cm (with adjuster)
Hardware: gold color



CAMEO

Cameo 

Mini-size structured handbag, rounded trapezoidal shape. The flap with a rounded cut 
towards the closure, which is welded with a clip button. The interior is lined in fabric. The 
flap inside is lined with the same leather as the outside. The model is entirely doubled in 
its own material to give it rigid in shape. The model is equipped with a chain handle and 
an adjustable and removable leather shoulder strap to be also worn cross-body.

Leather: Dollar leather
Lining: Fabric
Length: 18 cm
Height: 17 cm
Depth: 10 cm
Weight: 0.30 kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in leather 120 cm (with regulator), chain handle 25 cm
Hardware: gold color

CIRCOLO

Circolo

Medium-large size handbag, characterized by a perfect circle applied on the flap with a 
long rigid handle. The model is closed by a zip, inside there are a pocket, closed by a 
zip and a breast pocket. On the back, the model has another pocket with zip closure and 
metal hooks on which to place the provided adjustable and removable shoulder strap.

Leather: 100% Dollaro leather
Lining: fabric
Length: 33 cm
Height: 23 cm (handle drop 12 cm) 
Depth:  12 cm
Weight: 0,40 kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in leather 120 cm (with regulator)
Hardware: gold color



CLASSICA

Classica 

Mini-size structured handbag, rounded trapezoidal shape. The flap with a rounded cut 
towards the closure, which is welded with a gold-colored interlocking metal. The interior 
is lined in fabric. The flap inside is lined with the same leather as the outside. The model 
is entirely doubled in its own material to give it rigid in shape. This bag is equipped with 
a chain handle and an adjustable and removable leather shoulder strap to be also worn 
cross-body.

Leather: 100% Dollar leather
Lining: Fabric
Length: 18 cm
Height: 17 cm
Depth: 10 cm
Weight: 0.30 kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in leather 120 cm (with regulator), chain handle 25 cm
Hardware: gold color

DOPPIA

Doppia

Mini format structured bag. The flap folds back on itself and closes with a clip button. 
Inside, lined in fabric, there is a flat pocket. The model is made of doubled leather which 
to give it rigid in shape, completed by a particular double rope handle that allows it to 
be used by hand.

Leather: 100% Ruga leather
Lining: fabric
Length: 17cm
Height: 20 cm (handle drop 7 cm)
Depth: 7cm
Weight: 0.20 kg approx.
Hardware: gold color



DOPPIA COLORE

Doppia Colore

Mini format structured bag. The flap, enriched by a three-dimensional element in a con-
trasting colour, folds back on itself and closes with a clip button. Inside, lined in fabric, 
there is a flat pocket. The model is made of doubled leather which to give it rigid in 
shape, the profiles are highlighted by a chromatic contrast. Completed by a particular 
double rope handle that allows it to be used by hand.

Leather: 100% Ruga leather 
Lining: fabric
Length: 17cm
Height: 20 cm (handle drop 7 cm)
Depth: 7cm
Weight: 0.20 kg approx.
Hardware: gold color

EFFE GRANDE

Effe Grande

Handbag with one main compartment, closed by a gold-colored metal buckle. 
The trapezoid model, of classic taste, is structured in its modeling but very soft. Inside 
it has a zip pocket for and a breast pocket. On the outside, there is a pocket closed by 
a snap button and on the outermost side a further pocket closed by a zip. A comfortable 
adjustable and removable shoulder strap allows for shoulder and cross-body use.

Leather: 100% Dollaro leather
Lining: fabric
Length: 37 cm
Height: 23 cm (handle drop 12 cm)
Depth:  10cm
Weight: 0,80 kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in leather 120 cm (with regulator)
Hardware: gold color



EFFE MEDIA

Effe Media

Handbag with one main compartment, closed by a gold-colored metal buckle. The tra-
pezoid model, of classic taste, is structured in its modeling but very soft. Inside it has a 
zip pocket for and a breast pocket. On the outside, there is a pocket closed by a snap 
button and on the outermost side a further pocket closed by a zip. A comfortable adju-
stable and removable shoulder strap allows for shoulder and cross-body use.

Leather: 100% Dollaro leather
Lining: fabric
Length: 32 cm
Height: 23 cm (handle drop 12 cm)
Depth:  9 cm
Weight: 0,65 kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in leather 120 cm (with regulator)
Hardware: gold color

EFFE MINI

Effe Mini

Handbag with one main compartment, closed by a gold-colored metal buckle. The tra-
pezoid model, of classic taste, is structured in its modeling but very soft. Inside it has a 
zip pocket for and a breast pocket. On the outside, there is a pocket closed by a snap 
button and on the outermost side a further pocket closed by a zip. A comfortable adju-
stable and removable shoulder strap allows for shoulder and cross-body use.

Leather: 100% Dollaro leather
Lining: fabric
Length: 20 cm
Height: 20 cm (handle drop 10 cm)
Depth:  7 cm
Weight: 0,40 kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in leather 120 cm (with regulator)
Hardware: gold color



FONTA

Fonta

Small capacity shoulder model with a rounded shape. Closed by a zip that runs along 
the upper curved side; inside, lined in fabric, there is a comfortable pocket.
The model, with a fixed tubular handle, has a perforated pattern on the front with under-
lying color contrast.

Leather: 100% Sauvage leather
Lining: fabric
Length: 24cm
Height: 39 cm (handle drop 22 cm)
Depth: 6cm
Weight: 0.30 kg approx.
Hardware: gold color

LADY B

Lady B 

Small format structured handbag, trapezoidal shape with rigid handle. The horizontal 
cut flap is welded to the body of the bag by means of a gold-colored metal interlocking 
closure. Inside, lined in fabric, there is a pocket closed by a zip and a breast pocket. The 
flap inside is covered with a suede finish. The model is entirely doubled in its own ma-
terial to give it rigid in shape. The model is equipped with an adjustable and removable 
shoulder strap to also be worn cross-body.

Leather: 100% Pamellato leather  
Lining: fabric. Flap with suede finish
Length: 24 cm
Height: 20 cm (handle drop 10 cm)
Depth: 9.5 cm
Weight: 0.45 kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in leather 120 cm (with regulator)
Hardware: gold color



LEGNO 
STAMPA COCCO

Legno Stampa Cocco

Medium-large capacity hand model with a rounded shape, with two circle-shaped wo-
oden handles. It has a single compartment inside, closed by two double-slider zips on 
the two front parts. Inside, the model is lined in fabric.
A comfortable adjustable and removable shoulder strap allows for shoulder and cross-bo-
dy use.

Leather: 100% cowhide leather, Cocco Print
Lining: fabric
Length: 31cm
Height: 35 cm (handle drop 12 cm)
Depth: 15 cm
Weight: 0,50 kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in leather 120 cm (with regulator)
Hardware: gold color

LIDY COCCO

Lidy Cocco

Hand-structured clutch bag. Chain shoulder strap that allows you to wear it both on 
the shoulder and cross-body. The flap folds on itself and locks in closure with two clip 
buttons. Inside, unlined with a textured finish, there is a pocket for a card holder. Model 
entirely doubled in its own material to give it rigid in shape. 

Leather: 100% leather Cocco print
Lining: fabric
Length: 31cm
Height: 35 cm (handle drop 12 cm)
Depth: 15 cm
Weight: 0,50 kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in leather 120 cm (with regulator)
Hardware: gold color



LOREDANA

Loredana

Round bag with tone-on-tone zip closure. Gold color metallic details.
 Inside, lined in fabric, there is a pocket with zip closure. 
The bag is completed with a 4 cm thick shoulder strap, adjustable in length, equipped 
with gold-colored hardware.

Leather: 100% Dollaro leather
Lining: fabric
Diameter: 18 cm
Depth: 6,5 cm
Weight: 0,35 Kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in leather 120 cm (with regulator)
Hardware: gold color

LUNA

Luna

Small capacity hand model with rounded shape.
It has a flap, closed by a clip button. Inside, lined in fabric, there is a card pocket.
The model is made in a rigid leather which gives it a consistent shape. 
A comfortable adjustable and removable shoulder strap allows for shoulder and cross-bo-
dy use.

Leather: 100% Leather Cocco print
Lining: fabric
Length: 22cm
Height: 28 cm (handle drop 8 cm)
Depth: 9.5cm
Weight: 0.30 kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in leather 120 cm (with adjuster)
Hardware: gold color



LUNA CAVALLINO

Luna Cavallino

Medium-large capacity hand model with a rounded shape and a tubular handle. 
The flap, with a rounded shape made in contrast of leather and color, is also altered in 
the proportion, making the model very particular. 
It has a lined compartment inside with a pocket with zip closure.
A comfortable adjustable and removable shoulder strap allows for shoulder and cross-bo-
dy use.

Leather: 100% Dollaro leather, Cocco print, Cavallino
Lining: fabric
Length: 32cm
Height: 40 cm (handle drop 12 cm)
Depth: 13.5cm
Weight: 0.50 kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in leather 120 cm (with adjuster)
Hardware: gold color

MILANO PICCOLA

Milano Piccola

Small format structured handbag, with rigid handle. The flap covers the entire height of 
the bag, it has a decoration applied in a chromatic contrast, it is fixed to to the bag using 
a clip button. Inside, unlined with a textured finish, there is a pocket. The flap inside is 
covered with a suede finish. The model is equipped with an adjustable and removable 
shoulder strap to be also worn cross-body.

Leather: Ruga leather
Lining: Unlined with textured finish. Flap with suede finishing
Length: 20 cm
Height: 16 cm (handle drop 10 cm)
Depth: 7.5 cm
Weight: 0.40 kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in leather 120 cm (with regulator)
Hardware: gold color



MILANO GRANDE

Milano Grande

Medium format structured handbag, with rigid handle. The flap covers the entire height 
of the bag, it has a decoration applied in a chromatic contrast, it is fixed to the body of 
the bag using a clip button. Inside, unlined with a textured finish, there is a pocket. The 
flap inside is covered with a suede finish. The model is equipped with an adjustable 
and removable shoulder strap to be also worn cross-body.

Leather: Ruga leather
Lining: Unlined with textured finish. Flap with suede finishing
Length: 22,5 cm
Height: 19 cm (handle drop 10 cm)
Depth: 9 cm
Weight: 0,45 kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in leather 120 cm (with regulator)
Hardware: gold color

MILANO PICCOLA 
(CATENA)

Milano Piccola Catena

Small format structured handbag, with rigid handle. The flap covers the entire height 
of the bag, it has a decoration applied in a chromatic contrast, it is fixed to the body of 
the bag using a clip button. Inside, unlined with a textured finish, there is a pocket. The 
flap inside is covered with a suede finish. The model is equipped with a removable 
chain strap to be also worn cross-body.

Leather: Ruga leather
Lining: Unlined with textured finish. Flap with suede finishing
Length: 20 cm
Height: 16 cm (handle drop 10 cm)
Depth: 7.5 cm
Weight: 0.40 kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in chain 120 cm 
Hardware: gold color



NEW ANDY

New Andy

Small size flat handbag. Characterized by the overlapping of leathers of different co-
lors, it creates a geometric two-tone on the front side, where a band is applied to al-
lows you to insert your hand. The interior, closed by a zip, is unlined with a textured 
finish. The model is equipped with an adjustable and removable shoulder strap to be 
worn also cross-body, which attaches to the side ends.

Leather: Sauvage leather
Lining: Unlined, textured finish
Length: 29 cm
Height: 19.5 cm
Depth: 0.4 cm
Weight: 0.30 kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in leather 120 cm
Hardware: gold color

PARIGINA

Parigina

Small capacity bucket bag, with two inserted handles. 
The inside, unlined with a suede effect finish, features a removable pochette in soft le-
ather to contain objects, closed by a zip. A comfortable and adjustable shoulder strap 
allows for shoulder and cross-body use.

Leather: 100% Dollaro leather, Cavallino, Cocco Print
Lining: leather pouch
Length: 21cm
Height: 31 cm (handle drop 12 cm)
Depth: 13.5cm
Weight: 0.40 kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in leather 120 cm (with adjuster)
Hardware: gold color



POSTINA SAUVAGE

Postina Sauvage

Large size shoulder bag, very soft and flat. The closure consists of a zip on the inside 
edge. Inside, lined in fabric, there is a pocket closed by a zip and a breast pocket. On 
the back side there is another convenient pocket with zip closure. The model features a 
fixed and adjustable shoulder strap.

Leather: Sauvage leather
Lining: fabric
Length: 39 cm
Height: 32 cm
Depth: 10 cm
Weight: 0.60 kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in leather 120 cm
Hardware: oxidized gold color

QUADRATA 
GRANDE

Quadrata Grande

Large format shoulder bag, it is characterized by a rigid box square shape, with two 
handles inserted. Inside, lined in fabric, there is a pocket closed by a zip. The flap inside 
is covered with a suede finish. The model is equipped with an adjustable and removable 
shoulder strap to be also worn cross-body

Leather: Dollaro leather
Lining: fabric
Length: 32 cm
Height: 29 cm (handle drop 18 cm)
Depth: 13 cm
Weight: 0.55kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in leather 120 cm (with regulator)
Hardware: gold color



QUADRATA 
MEDIA

Quadrata Media

Large format shoulder bag, it is characterized by a rigid box rectangular shape, with two 
handles inserted. Inside, lined in fabric, there is a pocket closed by a zip. The flap inside 
is covered with a suede finish. The model is equipped with an adjustable and removable 
shoulder strap to be also worn cross-body.

Leather: Dollaro leather
Lining: fabric
Length: 27 cm
Height: 29 cm (handle drop 18 cm)
Depth: 12 cm
Weight: 0.45kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in leather 120 cm (with regulator)
Hardware: gold color

QUADRATA 
PICCOLA

Quadrata Piccola

Large format shoulder bag, it is characterized by a rigid box square shape, with two 
handles inserted. Inside, lined in fabric, there is a pocket closed by a zip. The flap inside 
is covered with a suede finish. The model is equipped with an adjustable and removable 
shoulder strap to be also worn cross-body.

Leather: Dollaro leather
Lining: fabric
Length: 27 cm
Height: 23 cm (handle drop 18 cm)
Depth: 10 cm
Weight: 0.40 kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in leather 120 cm (with regulator)
Hardware: gold color



ROBERTA

Roberta

Mini format handbag, closed by a gold-colored clip button. The interior is unlined and 
has a flat pocket. Equipped with a comfortable adjustable and removable shoulder strap, 
it can be used on the shoulder and cross-body.

Leather: 100% Dollaro leather
Lining: unlined
Length: 15.5cm
Height: 19 cm (handle drop 12 cm)
Depth: 5 cm
Weight: 0.20kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in leather 120 cm (with adjuster)
Hardware: gold color

SAKA LAMIMATA

Saka Laminata

Shoulder large size bag model. Structured in a ring, the handle wraps around the shoul-
der comfortably. Closed by a clip button on the inside edge. The unlined interior featu-
res a suede, python print, in negative with respect to the outside. The model includes a 
fabric envelope.

Leather: 100% Dollaro leather Python print, Laminate
Lining: unlined, suede effect
Length: 34 cm
Height: 60 cm (handle drop 24 cm)
Depth: 16 cm
Weight: 0.40 kg approx.
Hardware: silver color



SECCHIELLO

Secchiello

Medium capacity handbag, with a drawstring that structures the model. Closed by a clip 
button. Inside, unlined with a suede-effect finish, there is a pocket. 
A comfortable adjustable shoulder strap allows for shoulder and cross-body use. 
Both the handle and the shoulder strap are equipped with removable gold-colored metal 
snap hooks.

Leather: 100% Dollaro leather
Lining: fabric
Length: 24cm
Height: 18 cm  
Depth: 9 cm
Weight: 0,50 kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in leather 120 cm (with regulator)
Hardware: gold color

SECCHIELLO P

Secchiello P

Small size handbag with a circular base and with fixed handle. The closure, inserted in 
the model itself, is a drawstring tightened by two laces in dollar leather. Made of textured 
leather and double suede to give it rigid in shape and also characterize the interior. The 
model is equipped with an adjustable and removable shoulder strap to be worn also on 
the shoulder or cross-body.

Leather: 100% Dollaro leather and Suede
Lining: Suede
Length: 34 cm (handle drop 16 cm)
Diameter: 17 cm
Weight: 0.35kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in leather 120 cm
Hardware: gold color



SECCHIELLO 
PAGODA

Secchiello Pagoda

Small capacity bucket bag. Rigid model, made of a doubled leather, two inserted ele-
ments, which hold the tubular handle. The fabric interior is closed by a drawstring.  
A comfortable adjustable and removable shoulder strap allows for shoulder and for 
cross-body use.

Leather: 100% Dollaro leather
Lining: in fabric
Diameter: 15 cm
Height: 30cm (handle drop 13cm)
Weight: 0.30kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in leather 120 cm (with adjuster)

SELLA

Sella

Small-medium capacity shoulder bag with a rounded shape at the corners of the base, 
captured in the flap that closes with a clip button. Further secured by a zip closure, insi-
de, lined in fabric, there is a pocket with zip closure.
The model is entirely doubled in its own material to give it rigid and consistent in shape. 
A comfortable adjustable and removable shoulder strap with a thickness of 4 cm allows 
for use on the shoulder and cross-body.

Leather: 100% Dollaro leather
Lining: fabric
Length: 24cm
Height: 18 cm  
Depth: 9 cm
Weight: 0,50 kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in leather 120 cm (with regulator)
Hardware: gold color



SHOPPER ALD 

Shopper Ald

Medium format bag shoulder bag. 
Structured by two inserted handles that wrap around the shoulder in a comfortable way. 
The unlined interior features a suede finish.

Leather: 100% Sauvage leather
Lining: unlined, suede finish
Length: 36cm
Height: 48 cm (handle drop 20 cm)
Depth: 17cm
Weight: 0.30 kg approx.

SHOPPER 
ESAGONALE 

Shopper Esagonale

Medium format bag shoulder bag. 
It has two rigid geometric shape handles with a profiled in a contrasting colour. 
The interior is lined in fabric, has an applied pocket closed by a zip. It features a comfor-
table adjustable shoulder strap and allows for shoulder and cross-body use.

Leather: 100% Sauvage leather
Lining: fabric
Length: 36cm
Height: 48 cm (handle drop 8 cm)
Depth: 17cm
Weight: 0.30 kg approx.
Shoulder strap: leather 120 cm (with regulator)
Hardware: gold color



STEFANIA

Stefania

Medium/small size shoulder bag, it is characterized by a rigid shape and a flap. The 
flap has a geometric cut and is welded by a clip button on the underside. The front side 
when closing, has an applied tape, which allows the insertion of the flap in the same. 
Inside, unlined with a textured finish, there is a pocket closed by a zip. The flap inside is 
covered with a suede finish. The model is equipped with an adjustable and removable 
shoulder strap to be also worn cross-body.

Leather: 100% Ruga leather
Lining: Unlined, textured finish
Length: 25 cm
Height: 17.5 cm
Depth: 8 cm
Weight: 0.55 kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in leather 120 cm (with regulator)
Hardware: gold color

STEFANIA MINI

Leather: 100% Ruga leather
Lining: Unlined, textured finish
Length: 21,5 cm
Height: 15 cm
Depth: 6,5 cm
Weight: 0.45 kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in leather 120 cm (with regulator)
Hardware: gold color

Stefania Mini

Small size shoulder bag, it is characterized by a rigid, closed box shape and a flap. The 
flap has a geometric cut and is welded by a clip button on the underside. The front side 
when closing, has an applied tape, which allows the insertion of the flap in the same. 
Inside, unlined with a textured finish, there is a pocket closed by a zip. The flap inside is 
covered with a suede finish. The model is equipped with an adjustable and removable 
shoulder strap to be also worn cross-body and long gold-colored chain handle.



STRAMBA

Stramba

Small-medium capacity round shape with tubular handle. The round shape flap, made 
with different leathers, is surmounted by a tubular geometric element which allows, 
through two clip buttons, the closure of the same, making the model very particular. It 
has a lined compartment inside with a pocket with zip closure.
A comfortable adjustable and removable shoulder strap allows for shoulder and cross-bo-
dy use.

Leather: 100% Dollaro leather cocco print
Lining: fabric
Length: 25cm
Height: 35 cm (handle drop 13 cm)
Depth: 11cm
Weight: 0.40 kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in leather 120 cm (with adjuster)
Hardware: gold color

TASCONA SHOPPER

Tascona Shopper 

Large-sized handbag, characterized by a rectangular shape with a long handle enri-
ched by metal buckles that allow it to be worn on the shoulder. Made of soft textured 
leather, the model is closed by a zip, inside there are a pocket, closed by a zip and a 
breast pocket. On the front the model has a comfortable and roomy patch pocket.

Leather: 100% Dollaro leather
Lining: fabric
Length: 40 cm
Height: 31 cm (handle drop 26 cm)
Depth: 10 cm
Weight: 0.65kg approx.
Hardware: gold color



TONGUE CAVALLINO

Tongue Cavallino

Handbag with a main compartment, closed by a flap, through the joint of the “tab” which 
constitutes the closure, by means of a clip button. The trapeze model, of classic taste, it 
is structured but very soft and light. Inside it has a zip pocket and a small pocket. 
A comfortable adjustable and removable shoulder strap allows for shoulder and cross-bo-
dy use.

Leather: 100% Sauvage leather, Cavallino
Lining: fabric
Length: 27cm
Height: 26 cm (handle drop 8 cm)
Depth: 13.5 cm
Weight: 0.40 kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in leather 120 cm (with adjuster)
Hardware: gold color

TONGUETTE

Tonguette

Shoulder flat handbag, is characterized by the interlocking of the “tongue” that forms the 
closure, using a clip button. Below is an unlined pocket. The interior, closed by two clip 
buttons, is lined in fabric. There is a pocket closed by a zip and a breast pocket. On the 
back side there is another convenient pocket with zip closure. The model is equipped 
with an adjustable and removable shoulder strap to be also worn cross-body, which 
hooks on the back side.

Leather: 100% Dollaro leather cocco print
Lining: fabric
Length: 29 cm
Height: 19 cm
Depth: 1 cm
Weight: 0.35kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in leather 120 cm
Hardware: gold color



VENERE

Venere

Mini size structured handbag, trapezoidal shape with rigid handle. The flap of cut con-
verging towards the closure, which is welded with a  gold-colored metal interlocking. On 
the sides there are snaps that allow you to narrow the opening of the bag. The interior is 
lined in fabric. The model is entirely doubled in its own material to give it rigid in shape. 
The model is equipped with an adjustable and removable shoulder strap to be also worn 
cross-body.

Leather: 100% Pamellato lether
Lining: fabric. Flap with Pamellato leather finish
Length: 18 cm
Height: 16 cm (handle drop 10 cm)
Depth: 9 cm
Weight: 0.40 kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in leather 120 cm (with regulator)
Hardware: gold color

V BAG

V Bag

Two-tone shoulder bag characterized by a rigid, closed box shape and a flap. The flap 
has an energetic diagonal cut and is welded by a clip button on the underside. Inside, 
unlined with a textured finish, there is a pocket closed by a zip. The flap inside is co-
vered with a suede finish. The model is equipped with an adjustable and removable 
shoulder strap to be also worn cross-body.

Leather: 100% Ruga leather
Lining: Unlined, textured finish
Length: 25 cm
Height: 17.5 cm
Depth: 8 cm
Weight: 0.55kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in leather 120 cm (with regulator)
Hardware: gold color



Y BAG

Y Bag

Two-tone shoulder bag characterized by a rigid, closed box shape and a flap. The flap 
has an energetic diagonal cut and is welded by a clip button on the underside. Inside, 
unlined with a textured finish, there is a pocket closed by a zip. The flap inside is co-
vered with a suede finish. The model is equipped with an adjustable and removable 
shoulder strap to be also worn cross-body.

Leather: 100% Ruga leather
Lining: Unlined, textured finish
Length: 25 cm
Height: 17.5 cm
Depth: 8 cm
Weight: 0.55kg approx.
Shoulder strap: in leather 120 cm (with regulator)
Hardware: gold color

ZAINO ANELLO

Zaino Anello

Soft backpack made with a consistent leather. It features a flap welded by an automa-
tic button, surmounted by a decorative tab with a metal ring. The model is closed by a 
zip and a drawstring. Inside, lined in fabric, there is a pocket closed by a zip and two 
pockets.
It has a handle and two zipped pockets on the sides.

Leather: 100% Suede leather
Lining: fabric
Length: 32 cm
Height: 35 cm
Depth: 8 cm
Weight: 0.60 kg approx.
Shoulder straps: in leather 102 cm max (adjustable)
Hardware: gold color



ZAINO CITY  

Zaino City

Compact and soft “cube” backpack with adjustable shoulder straps and handle. It has 
a flap that is fixed with a clip button on the underside. The model has a double closure 
that makes it very safe: it consists of a drawstring on the edge of the mouth, it allows 
you to widen and tighten it, a zip is placed at the base of it. Inside, lined in fabric, there 
is a pocket with zip closure and two small pockets. Outside on the back there is another 
pocket with zip closure.

Leather: 100% Dollaro leather
Lining: fabric
Length: 26 cm
Height: 28 cm
Depth: 13 cm
Weight: 0.55kg approx.
Shoulder straps: in leather 102 cm max (adjustable)
Hardware: gold color

48 ORE SAUVAGE

48 ORE

48 hours bag made of an ultra-light leather, characterized by a linear design, completed 
by two handles. The interior, closed by a zip, is lined in fabric. The model is very soft and 
with perfect capacity for computers and A4 formats, it is equipped with one adjustable 
and removable shoulder strap to be also worn cross-body, which hooks to the side ends.

Leather: 100% Sauvage leather
Lining: fabric
Lenght: 37 cm 
Height: 28cm
Depth: 10 cm
wheight: 0,50 kg approx.
Shoulder straps: in leather 102 cm adjustable
Hardware: silver color



PORTAFOGLIO ZIP 
DOLLARO GRANDE

Portafoglio zip dollaro grande

Flat wallet with zip closure that runs along three sides. 
Unlined interior with monochrome textured finish.

Leather: 100% Dollaro leather
Lining: Unlined, textured finish
Length: 19 cm
Height: 10 cm
Depth: 2,5 cm
Weight: 0.20 kg approx.
Hardware: gold color

PORTAFOGLIO ZIP 
DOLLARO MEDIO

Portafoglio zip dollaro medio

Flat wallet with zip closure that runs along three sides. 
Unlined interior with monochrome textured finish.

Leather: 100% Dollaro leather
Lining: Unlined, textured finish
Length: 16 cm
Height: 9,5 cm
Depth: 2,5 cm
Weight: 0.20 kg approx.
Hardware: gold color



PORTAFOGLIO ZIP 
DOLLARO PICCOLO

Portafoglio zip dollaro piccolo

Flat wallet with zip closure that runs along three sides. 
Unlined interior with monochrome textured finish.

Leather: 100% Dollaro leather
Lining: Unlined, textured finish
Length: 11 cm
Height: 9,5 cm
Depth: 2,5 cm
Weight: 0.20 kg approx.
Hardware: gold color
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